Abstract -Advanced practical considerations for fault current split calculations used in power grounding studies are presented. Scenarios, such as modeling transformers to account for local circulating fault currents, analyzing underground distribution cables, considering tower line faults, and estimating the return current to remote source contributions by means of shield wires, cable sheaths, etc., are analyzed. It is shown that fault current going into the grounding system and the grounding grid safety evaluation can be overestimated or underestimated if the actual situation is not modeled correctly or considered appropriately. Proper examination of various fault scenarios involving circulating current, line fault, and underground cable is also presented. The considerations given in this paper can provide an advanced guideline or reference for power engineers to carry out fault current distribution calculations accurately and therefore avoiding inappropriate designs in grounding studies.
Introduction
Phase to ground faults in high voltage substations often introduce large fault currents that cause ground potential rises (GPR) of the grounding system, ground potential difference (GPD) between different points of the grounding system and large step voltages and touch voltages at the surface of substation. The normal operation of low voltage facility and relay system may be affected by the GPRs and GPDs and will be damaged under serious conditions. High step voltages and touch voltages at the surface of substation may be dangerous to personnel in the substation and public outside the substation. These risks must be eliminated using adequate designs of the substation grounding system.
The total fault current in the substation grounding system is typically larger than the current discharged in the soil by the grounding system. Part of the total fault current, will return to remote sources and local transformer neutral through the shield wires of transmission lines, neutral and shields of distribution feeders and conductors of the grounding system. Only the current discharged into the soil will affect the grounding grid GPRs. The currents flowing in the conductors only and therefore will have significant contribution, mainly, as GPDs and will distort the GPRs of the grounding system conductors. Therefore, the computation of these currents is very important for the evaluation of a substation grounding system performance and its design.
The fault current analysis can be overestimated or underestimated if the actual situation is not modeled correctly or the scenario is not considered completely. For example, a local fault current contribution is systematically assumed to be a circulating current problem, since the source location and the fault location are both in the same substation. It is then concluded that a local fault current has no contribution to the grounding design. However, this current flows from one point to another inside the grid, resulting in differential GPR, i.e., a GPD. Therefore, not taking into account this local fault current may result in an optimistic GPR and touch and step voltages. Another common mistake is the perception that the fault at the substation is the worst scenario for a grounding study. While this is often the case, there can be exceptions. As will be demonstrated in this paper, in some cases, the fault occurring outside the substation (tower line fault) can actually produce larger earth fault currents at the substation.
There are many publications describing methods for fault current split calculations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The main objective of this paper is to present typical cases of fault current analysis used in grounding studies rather than focusing on the computation methods. Scenarios, such as modeling transformers to account for local circulating fault currents, analyzing underground distribution cables, considering tower line faults, and estimating the return current to remote source contributions by means of shield wires, cable sheaths, etc., are analyzed. Practical case examples are also presented. The examples given in this paper can help electrical engineers to carry out fault current distribution calculations accurately, thereby resulting in appropriate grounding designs.
Modeling Transformer
For a substation that has many source terminals at different voltage levels, for instance, 500kV, 230kV and 35kV (three voltage levels) in a 500kV substation fed by several source terminals at 500kV and 230kV, when a single-phase-to-ground fault occurs on a 230kV bus, the 500kV side will supply fault currents through the 500kV transformers and part of the fault current will return to the transformer neutral through the grid conductors (circulating current). Because of the low impedance path provided by the ground conductors, only a small amount of this current is leaking out from the ground conductors to earth. As a result, the circulating current does not contribute to the average grid GPR. However, for a large substation or power plant, the distance between the fault location and the transformer neutral point can be quite large. As a result, high potential differences due to this large circulating current may exist within the grounding grid (circulating current). In another words, the circulating current contributes to the ground potential differences (GPD) between various locations of the grid and results in higher maximum touch and step voltages, especially for a large grounding system at low soil characteristics environment.
Obviously, ignoring modeling transformer circulating current in a grounding system study can potentially lead to inappropriate dangerous under-design. Fig. 1 shows a one-line diagram of an actual power network, with fault current values for a 230kV single-line-toground fault. The fault current level is 49.883kA, but only 13.46kA is from remote sources. The rest of the current, 36.452kA, is from the local transformers, synchronous condensers and valve groups inside the substation, forms in circulating current form. It will have no contribution to the average grid GPR but will have great impact on the grid local GPR, touch and step voltages. The fault current distribution is calculated with the transformer modeled. The earth currents discharged by the grounding system is 11.1kA, that produces 455V average grid GPR provided the grounding resistance is 0.041 ohms. Fig. 2 shows the model for safety analysis, considering all current sources including circulating currents. The computed maximum GPR is 724V (Fig. 3) , which is considerable higher than the case which the transformer circulating current is not modeled. The maximum GPD (ground potential difference), accounting for the phase angle, inside the station reaches about 900V.
Another common question also often arises regarding the fault location yielding the worst case (in the sense of having the largest earth current): is it on the high voltage side or on the low voltage side? Is a higher total fault current representing a worst fault case? Let's have an example with a Δ-Y transformer bank substation. For a single-line-toground fault on the low voltage Y-side, a huge fault current (higher than a fault occurring on the high voltage Δ−side.) can be obtained. But there is no remote fault current contribution from the high voltage Δ−side, i.e., the fault currents all are from local sources -the transformer banks. As can be seen, it is simply a circulating current problem, resulting 0 Amp earth current. Consequently, a worst fault case (at least in the sense of average GPR) is on the high voltage side even it maybe has a lower fault current level. 
Considering a Line Fault
A line fault is a fault on a power line tower structure outside the substation. In this case, a phase conductor is shorted to a neutral conductor outside the substation. The resulting fault current flows into the neutral conductor and the tower footings and then returns to the substation grounding grid and the transformer banks in the substation, as shown in Fig. 4 . It is an inappropriate or incomplete study if only a fault occurring inside the station study is carried out. This is because the current flowing into the grounding grid from the earth can be large, potentially larger than for a fault inside the station. Therefore, a line fault should be always considered in order to determine a worst fault case.
One simple example that a line fault is worse than a fault inside the station is for a single-line-to-ground fault on the low voltage Y-side in the previous Δ-Y transformer bank substation case. As discussed, the total fault current for a fault on the low voltage bus is large but it is all from local sources, resulting in 0 Amp earth current and 0 V average grid GPR. However, the current flowing into the grounding grid from the earth, generating by a line fault can be large, potentially even larger than for a fault on the high voltage side simply because of a larger fault current level on the low voltage side. It should be emphazed that the worst fault case discussed above is in the sense of having the largest earth current or the largest average grid GPR. But it may not be the worst fault case in the sense of having the largest touch or step voltages. Although the earth current at the substation for the worst line fault is larger than the one for a fault inside the substation, it is possible that the worst touch voltage will be obtained from the fault inside the station, instead of from the worst line fault. This is because the total fault current, considering the transformer circulating current, at the fault location is much larger than any energized current injection points for a line fault, generating a large localized touch or step voltages. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , using the same example of Fig. 5 , show the touch voltages for a fault inside the station and at the tower #3 outside the station (the worst line fault), respectively. Although the earth current for the inside station fault (11.1kA) is lower than the earth current for the outside station fault (19.25kA), as can be seen, the worst touch voltage from the inside station fault, i.e., 133.7V, is higher than the one obtained from worst line fault, i.e., 61.5V.
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Underground Distribution Cable
For an underground distribution cable, since strong mutual coupling between the core and the sheath (or armour) exists, more fault current will be carried back to the source through the sheath. A real practical underground cable network analysis is presented in the following. A 63.5/4.16kV with a Δ-Y transformer bank station is fed off 3 remote source 63.5 kV lines. Naturally, there is no fault current contribution (3I0) from the transformer banks during a single-phase-to-ground fault on the 63.5kV bus. As a result, modeling only the fault currents from the 63.5kV lines is appropriate. However, the sheath of the 4.16kV underground distribution should be modeled to count the current carrying back to the remote source.
For a 4.16kV single-line-to-ground fault inside the station, there is no remote fault contribution. Therefore, the worst case for a 4.16kV SLG fault obvious is a line fault outside the substation. For a SLG fault along a 4.16kV underground cable outside the substation, a computer model is built: a single-phase-to-ground fault occurs at different manhole. Fig. 8 shows the circuit model for the 4.16kV fault along the underground cables. The fault current magnitude and the target studying station earth current will be a function of the fault location relative to the station. The fault contribution from the station for a fault on a 4.16kV underground cable is represented by an equivalent source voltage and a source impedance which will produce a fault current of 44.6kA for a fault at the substation. Advanced current distribution methods are used to model the 4.16kV faults along the underground cable manholes. The earth current returning to the source discharged by the station grounding system is computed for all faults at manhole locations. The worst fault location, considering the three 63.5kV lines (fault at inside and outside the station) and the 4.16kV underground cable (fault at the manholes outside the station) is identified and the station grounding performance is therefore analyzed based on the worst fault location. 
Conclusion
Advanced practical considerations regarding fault current split calculations were presented. Scenarios, such as modeling transformers to account for local circulating fault currents, analyzing underground distribution cables, considering tower line faults, and estimating the return current to remote source contributions by means of shield wires, cable sheaths, etc., were analyzed. It was shown that the fault current analysis in the grounding system evaluation can result in overestimated or underestimated grounding system if the actual situation is not modelled correctly or considered appropriately. Proper analysis of various fault scenarios involving circulating current, underground cable and tower line fault were also presented. The examples given in this paper can help power engineers understand the advanced practical considerations rather than the classical ones in fault current split analysis for various cases and assist them in carrying out fault current distribution analysis for grounding designs properly and accurately.
